This article presents a design methodology based on a stiffness and volume optimization algorithm for three-dimensional nonlinear hyperstatic and pre-stressed structures composed of elements only subjected to axial forces, with a special emphasis on tensegrity structures. The algorithm is based on dimensionless numbers called morphological indicators that allow finding, within a given family of structures, the geometry related to a maximum stiffness or a minimum volume of materials or the best ratio between stiffness and volume. The algorithm takes into account the buckling of the struts and different materials for cables and struts. This article first demonstrates the optimization algorithm and then gives numerical confirmations and examples.
Introduction and historic of morphological indicators
Tensegrity structures are part of a fascinating field of structural engineering and architecture. Indeed, Skelton and De Oliveira 1 point out that they could bring innovative solutions by taking inspiration from behaviors observed in the nature (deployment, control, etc.). But the fact that very few tensegrity-based civil structures have been built around the world illustrates that they are largely unknown, or at least a source of mistrust, to most practitioners, architects, and engineers. There are several reasons that can explain this fact, but among them, certainly the design and construction complexity and the nonlinear behavior which implies pre-stressing to reach the desired stiffness ( Figure  1 ) and which can lead to an adverse effect on the volume of materials used for the structure. For tensegrity structures, the optimization of stiffness and volume is thus, more than for any other kind of structure, a key aspect.
An optimization and form-finding problem is often, for the designers, a great challenge due to the great amount of parameters that characterize a structure: the span, the width, the height, the shape, the characteristics of the cross sections, the buckling lengths, the characteristics of the materials, the loads, the pre-stress, and so on. However, optimization and form-finding algorithms can lead the designers to select the feasible ranges of tensegrity-based civil structures. Skelton and De Oliveira 1 already analytically showed that some tensegrity topologies have a very efficient behavior in compression and bending. Tibert and Pellegrino 2 summarize the form-finding methods for tensegrity structures and classify them into two categories: the first one contains kinematical methods which determine the configuration of either maximal length of the struts or minimal length of the cables, while the second one searches for equilibrium configurations that allow the existence of a pre-stress state with required characteristics (among them, a popular one is the force density method [3] [4] [5] ). Concerning the stiffness optimization (or stiffness-to-mass (or volume) optimization), several authors added significant contribution. De Jager and Skelton 6 developed a numerical method to find the geometries of planar tensegrity structures with optimal stiffness or stiffness-to-mass properties and to offer guidelines in the design. Masic et al. 7 developed a very efficient numerical algorithm that allows finding the topology, geometry, and pre-stress of a structure that yields optimal design for different scenarios. The algorithm takes into account the buckling of the struts and three-dimensional (3D) tensegrity structures. Starting from an initial layout, it allows determining the best node positions, best number of stages, and best geometrical ratio. In this sense, this study is thus significant and is likely to provide a very useful tool for the designers.
Considering the design of pedestrian bridges composed of tensegrity modulus in particular, RhodeBarbarigos et al. 8 propose a design method which allows finding the optimum section sizes considering the selfweight, a limited deflection, and the buckling of the struts, for a structure defined by its topology, span, height, materials, loads, pre-stress, and number of modulus. The structural performances, such as the displacements, are then evaluated through parametric studies of the topology of modulus, the level of pre-stress, and the materials used for cables and struts. In the same way, Bel Hadj Ali et al. 9 study the design of pedestrian bridges considering the dynamical behavior of a defined structure. The natural frequencies are then evaluated through parametric studies of the pre-stress level and cross section of struts and cables.
This article also focuses on the designer's point of view by providing him with an "as simple as possible" design methodology, guided by the wish of simplifying the optimization and the design process by reducing the amount of parameters, by grouping them into dimensionless numbers called morphological indicators.
Their first traces appear in 1980, when Zalewski, 10 a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, writes notes for his students in architecture. In his study, Zalewski compares the weight and the stiffness of various types of two-dimensional (2D) trusses whose morphology is inspired, on one hand, by the observation of flow constraints in the beams and, on the other hand, by Michell 11 studies in 1904. A significant extension of Michell's theory was done by Skelton and De Oliveira 12 in 2010. In his document, Zalewski already shows the relationship between the volume and deflection of simple structures and their geometric slenderness L/H (L and H being, respectively, the span and the height of the structure). Zalewski and Kus 13 have summarized their studies in a publication presented at an IASS congress in 1996.
Then, Quintas Ripoll 14,15 publishes in 1989 and 1992 two articles about the optimization of simple lattices and bows, also highlighting the direct link between their volume and their geometric slenderness L/H.
In 1997, Samyn compares a large amount of structures and also shows that their self-weight can be studied through a dimensionless number that he calls the indicator of volume. All his publications, including those concerning his PhD thesis submitted in 2000, 16 are summarized in a book published in 2004 in the class of the Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences. 17 From 1998 on, Latteur extends the applications of the indicators of volume and displacement by developing the concept of buckling indicator and efficiency curve. The scope of the theory is then extended to 3D structures subjected to buckling and random load cases. 18 He also highlights new indicators, such as the self-weight indicator Φ = ρL/σ, the rotation indicator Θ = Eθ/σ and the bending indicator Ζ = Ah 2 /I.
In his thesis presented in 2006, Van Steirteghem 19 has extended the theory by developing a first frequency indicator, which allowed to significantly expand fields of application of this theory to dynamically loaded structures. On the left side, example of a very simple nonlinear structure, for which a classical linear approach does not give any solution because of the zero rigidity when unloaded. On the right side, the same phenomenon is observed for an elementary tensegrity modulus, unstable at first order in rotation but becoming stiffer and stiffer when the angle between both triangles deviates from the "natural" value of 30°.
In 2010, the PhD thesis of Vandenbergh 20 extends the application field of morphological indicators by considering quasi-static vibrations and global in-plane instabilities, on top of the traditional approach based on strength and local buckling.
All these researches, summarized by Vandenbergh and De Wilde, 21 concern linear isostatic structures and mostly 2D trusses and arches.
The aim of this article is to extend the theory of morphological indicators to 3D structures combining a nonlinear behavior, hyperstatic conditions, and pre-stressing, which is particularly the case for tensegrity structures.
Assumptions
We consider any structure:
• • Of span L, height H, and width D, rigorously, considered after application of pre-stress (see Figure 2 ); • • Subjected to a particular external load  F acting on each of the n nodes according to the three directions (X, Y, Z), such as F , subjected to an axial force P i due to the pre-stress (details in section "Pre-stress"). However, no prestress is a particular case for which the design methodology is also applicable; In this article, we use the following definitions:
• • The pre-stress state  p is the elementary repartition of the axial forces in each element (with tension for cables and compression for struts), before application of the external load  F ; • • The pre-stress level β allows to multiply the values of  p by a factor βF; • • The pre-stress scenario  P is the multiplication of  p and βF; • • A self-stress mode is a particular value of  p which maintains the initial geometry of the structure; • • A self-stress state is either a self-stress mode or the combination of several self-stress modes. 
.01. For steel, that means a stress that reaches 2100 MPa, which is only possible for cables with an extremely high strength limit. For usual steel and other materials, the ratio seldom exceeds 0.002. • In section "Generalization for cables and struts with different cross-sectional areas," it is proven that the design methodology is valid both for a situation where each single element is designed according to equations (1a) and (1b), which lead to a fully stressed design, and for a situation where each cable or strut has the same section, respectively, equal to the most solicited cable or strut.
• • Self-weight acting as a load case is neglected, in order to lighten the demonstration. However, it has been proved that it can be taken into account via the selfweight indicator Φ = ρL/σ developed by Latteur. 18 • • In the same way, random external loads are not taken into account. Note that Latteur 18 includes a large discussion about random loads for structures with a linear behavior.
Pre-stress
A tensegrity structure would not maintain its initial geometry until appropriate pre-stress, called a self-stress state, is assigned. For a tensegrity structure with given geometry, the choice of the self-stress state that leads to the maximum stiffness is itself a complex optimization problem which has been studied by Zhang and Feng 22 with, furthermore, a very well-developed literature survey over this subject. Their article first proposes two methods to compute the independent self-stress mode(s) of symmetric tensegrity structures. Then, different algorithms are presented to determine the self-stress state, by cleverly combining these self-stress modes, which maximize the global stiffness of the structure on the basis of a same pre-stress level.
The self-stress state could also be optimized with regard to the behavior of a dynamically loaded tensegrity structure. Ashwear et al. 23 propose a method leading to an optimum self-stress state with relatively high stiffness of the structure as well as a lowest natural frequency as high as possible.
A judicious choice of pre-stress scenario  P is necessary, to ensure the stability of the tensegrity structure, to prevent some cables from slack when the external load case  F is applied and, finally, to reach the desired stiffness. The term "tensegrity structure" is, in this article, referring to a pin-jointed cables-struts assembly subjected to any pre-stress scenario  P , which may not be related to a self-stress state.
Vector  P is composed of the n c + n s values of the axial force P i in each element, cable or strut (with tension for cables and compression for struts). Those values are thus the internal axial forces in the elements that exist before the application of the external load  F . In this article, the pre-stress scenario  P is defined as follows
where
:
For a pre-stress state  p judiciously chosen, β min is defined as being the particular value of β that leads to a situation where the axial force in the least tensioned cable after application of the external load  F is equal to zero, which means that no cable slacks
In this article, θ = 1 and β = β min will be assumed and the way to find the value β min is discussed in section "Discussion about the value of β." Note that one could eventually choose θ > 1, which is a way to improve the stiffness but which impacts V.
Practically, pre-stress can be set into a tensegrity structure by introducing traction into the cables or/and compression into the struts, for instance, by placing a mechanical device at one of their extremity. The system will be such that it will shorten a cable or lengthen a strut.
There exist several pre-stress scenarios  P that guaranty that no cable will slack when the external load  F is applied. For instance, one potentially possible scenario could be coming from an elongation of each strut generated by its associated mechanical device. Therefore, one of these possible pre-stress scenarios could be relative to a pre-stress state  p which is not a self-stress state. Section "Choice of a pre-stress scenario  P " discusses in detail the assumptions made in order to make the design methodology relevant despite the fact that the choice of the pre-stress state  p influences the stiffness and the volume. Figure 2 shows an example of tensegrity footbridge composed of a number S = 6 Simplex modulus, in which the deck is suspended to upper nodes. The following questions could be asked: for a given span L and a given external load case  F , what are the values of S and of the height H that minimize the deflection δ at mid-span or the total volume V of materials, under constraints (1a) and (1b)? And how to find a prestress scenario  P and a pre-stress state  p compatible with the external load  F ? Being able to answer to these questions via a simple methodology is the aim of this article.
Aim and structure of this article
Practically, this article aims at proving that for a given family of structures, f being any function: 
The demonstration is analytically developed in sections "Demonstration of relation
for a given S" and then confirmed numerically with examples in section "Numerical confirmation". The way to find  p is detailed in sections "Choice of a pre-stress scenario  P " and "Optimization algorithm".
Assuming that equations (2a) and (2b) are correct, they allow to easily find the stiffest or the lightest structure, thanks to the curves shown in Figure 3 . Indeed, assuming that
, which is justified in section "Choice of a pre-stress scenario  P "; • • The materials are chosen (E c /σ c , E s /σ s , and u fixed);
• • D is proportional to H for a given family of structures;
Relations (2a) and (2b) become for a given number S of elementary modulus
Using relations (3a) and (3b), the optimization and the design process are thus greatly simplified, as the deflection δ/L and the indicator of volume W only depend on the two parameters L/H and Ψ. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for the deflection.
The algorithm used to draw Figure 3 is described in section "Optimization algorithm" and numerical examples are then given in sections, "Example of curves of efficiency," and "Other examples: trusses and other tensegrity topologies." The left of Figure 3 shows that for a given value of the buckling indicator Ψ, the minimum value of δ/L is numerically found, and the corresponding values (Ψ, L/H, L/δ) are reported on the right of Figure 3 , called curve of efficiency. 18 This process is numerically repeated for values of Ψ from 0 to 100. For a given practical case related to a given value of Ψ, the efficiency curve gives the best value L/H, and the associated (best) value δ/L (or L/δ).
Demonstration of relation
And after application of
According to the assumption that 0 99 101
− by combining equations (7) and (8), one obtains
Or Figure 4 . Node 1 was drawn at the same place in both configurations (before and after application of external load
where f is another function, different from the one in equation (6) .
Axial force N in any element after application of external load  F
Before application of the external load  F , each element is subjected to a pre-stress P Ft i i P = β , which is thus a particular value of vector … P p F t t t t F P P P n n
. L 0 and L def being, respectively, the length of the element i before and after application of external load  F , the axial force in the element subjected to both  P and
or, according to equations (6) and (10), under the generic form
Stiffness matrix of a deformed element in the global frame (X, Y, Z)
One considers here an element i (strut or cable) after application of the pre-stress  P and the external load  F and subjected to an axial force N. The three components of N at node 1 of the element i , according to the three directions (X, Y, Z) of the global axis system, are as follows
And for node 2
Assuming that L def /L 0 ≈ 1 (section "Other assumptions"), equations (12) and (13) can be written according to the following matrix form that, if developed, is composed of an elastic term and a geometric term 
Expression of d i /L, for a given S
Let us consider the first equation of (12) . According to equations (6) and (4), it can be written according to the following generic form
And then according to equation
, , , ,
For the simplicity of the demonstration, one considers first that all cables have the same cross-sectional area A c and that all struts have the same cross-sectional area A s . This assumption will be discussed and detailed in section "Generalization for cables and struts with different crosssectional areas." Equation (14) can be written as follows:
Node 1 being potentially subjected to an external load F 1,X in the X direction, its equilibrium in the X direction can be written as F N X X 1 1 = ∑ , the summation being related to the extremity of all the elements having node 1 in common, using relations of type (15a) or (15b). Following the same reasoning for the Y and Z directions and for each node of the structure leads to the assembly of 3*n equilibrium equations and the writing of the global 3n × 3n matrix system under the generic form below. Note that the values of coefficients t i F are supposed to be known, as far as the external load  F is supposed to be known
, , ,
Inverting this system would lead to the following generic expression
Solving system (16) leads thus to the following generic form of each of the 3n
The below developments aim at eliminating terms F/(E c A c ) and F/(E s A s ) from equation (17) .
Equation (17), introduced into equation (11), allows expressing the axial force in each of the n c + n b element as follows
. ,
Let us consider N c,max as the highest value of the axial force in the cables. The design criterion is, according to equation ( 
And thus
For the struts, the design criterion is given by equation (1b). If we assume that the form factor q I A 
Combining equations (18) and (20), one obtains 
Finally, both equations (19) and (21) 
And, finally, combining equations (22) and (17) 
In this equation, how to find the value of β still needs to be discussed.
Discussion about the value of β
Concerning β, its minimum value β min , related to a situation where no cable slacks which means that the least tensioned cable is related to N = 0, can be found easily. Indeed, considering, in particular, the smallest value N c,min of N c,i , equation (18) gives 
And thanks to equation (22) 
Thanks to equation (24), and if
This ends the demonstration of equation (2a).
Generalization for cables and struts with different cross-sectional areas
Equation (23) has been demonstrated assuming that all struts have the same cross-sectional area A s , considering that the most stressed strut gives its cross section to all the others (and the same for the cables). Assuming that factor q is the same for all struts (in order to consider a unique indicator of buckling Ψ), equation (23) is still valid even though the struts and the cables have each a different cross section designed, respectively, according to equations (1b) and (1a). Indeed, functions f of equations (17) and (18) then contain n c terms F/(E c A c,i ) and n s terms F/(E s A s,i ). Equation (21) can be written n s times for the struts, and equation (19) can be written n c times for the cables. Therefore one obtains (n s + n c ) equations allowing to find, in equation (22) the n c terms F/(E c A c,i ) and the n s terms F/ (E s A s,i ) .
Note that this fully stressed design does not always find physically possible solutions and can lead to convergence problems of the numerical algorithm. (6) and (22), one obtains 
Demonstration of relation
This ends the demonstration of equation (2b).
Choice of a pre-stress scenario  P
Equations (25) and (26) show that the displacements and the volume of a structure depend on the pre-stress state  p , although the search for the best pre-stress state  p is not the aim of this article. Furthermore, considering that  p is a self-stress state is not necessary a good choice for several reasons: the optimization algorithm would become extremely complex,  p depends itself of many parameters (among which, L/H), and mainly, a self-stress state is not necessary the one that leads to a good structural behavior with respect to the particular external load  F . It seems thus relevant to search for a way of finding  p that guaranties that it is only a function of the same parameters
For instance, a way to numerically simulate a pre-stress into a structure is to apply an external axial force F pre at both extremities of an element, as shown in Figure 5 . Introducing F pre into this element will lead, after calculation, to a situation where each element of the structure, including the one in which F pre was initially introduced as external load, is finally subjected to a force Q i different from F pre .
The previous reasoning can be extended: a way to numerically create a pre-stress scenario  P is to numerically apply to each element of the structure an external axial force F pre,i at its extremities.
The β pre,min , just like β min , is defined as being the particular value of β pre that leads to a situation where the axial force in the least tensioned cable after application of the external load  F is equal to zero, which means that no cable slacks. As shown in section "Discussion about the value of β" by relation (24), they both only depend on parameters (L/H, L/D, Ψ, E c /σ c , E s /σ s ,  p ). The proposed design methodology considers that the choice of  f pre is arbitrary, chosen once for all. But the designer must be aware that, on one hand, the chosen vector  f pre does not necessarily lead to a solution where no cable slacks, and, on the other hand, there may exist a better choice, which leads to a stiffer or lighter structure. For the examples discussed in sections "Numerical confirmation, "Example of curves of efficiency," and "Other examples: trusses and other tensegrity topologies," one considers that the values of  f pre are null for the cables and identical for the struts … … f pre = ( , , , , , ) . 0 01 1 This hypothesis corresponds to a practical situation where only struts are equipped with a mechanical device (that can elongate them). Figure 6 shows a way to find  F pre and its associate prestress scenario  P , which is compatible with the external load case  F . The final step of the demonstration is to prove that if  f pre is chosen and fixed once for all, the pre-stress state  p only depends on parameters (L/H, L/D, Ψ, E c /σ c , E s /σ s ), which is useful to get rid of  p in relations (2a), (2b), and (24)-(26) and finally demonstrate the validity of equations (3a) and (3b).
For this purpose, let us apply the developments of section "Demonstration of relation
 for a given S," this time not considering the phase where  F is applied Figure 6 . Finding the pre-stress scenario  P .
after an existing  P , but the phase where  F pre is applied alone and creates  P . In this case, relation (18) can be rewritten as follows, where step 4 of Figure 5 is responsible for adding the last term t F i pre pre 
This equation represents thus the (n c + n s ) axial forces of vector  P into the structure after the application of  F pre . Thanks to equations (22) and (24), previous equation gives 
Thanks to equation (27), relations (25) and (26) can thus get rid of vector  p and be rewritten as follows
This ends the demonstration of equations (3a) and (3b). Figure 7 summarizes the algorithm that the authors used to bring a numerical confirmation of the validity of equations (28) and (29), illustrated by examples of section "Numerical confirmation". Once the materials (E c , σ c , E s , σ s ) and  f pre are chosen, the algorithm allows finding, for a given S, the value of L/H that corresponds to the minimum deflection δ/L at mid-span (but any other deflection could be considered) for a given value of the indicator of buckling Ψ. The best (the minimum) value of δ/L is numerically easy to find as it is just the result of a search for the minimum value among the solutions given for each L/H. Figure 7 can be used for several values of S, for instance, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so on. For a given value of S, the algorithm has to be repeated for values of Ψ between 0 and 100. Indeed, previous studies [17] [18] [19] have shown that values of Ψ bigger than 100 are related to very heavy and low-efficient structures. Note that the algorithm is similar if the objective is to minimize the volume (via relation (29)).
Optimization algorithm

Algorithm of
Numerical confirmation
In this section, we intend to numerically confirm the validity of relations (28) and (29) using the algorithm of Figure 7 . For this purpose, we have chosen to generate the pre-stress scenario, thanks to identical axial forces introduced as an external force at each extremity of the struts Figure 8 shows a tensegrity beam of span 10 m subjected to an external load of 30 kN, composed of four simplex modulus, with an hyperstaticity equal to 1. Figure 9 shows another tensegrity beam composed of four simplex modulus with a hyperstaticity equal to 1, but this time of span 30 m and subjected to an external load of 125 kN. Supports are shown with black arrows on the lower extremity nodes. It is important to precise that both structures have (arbitrary choice) an indicator of buckling equal to Ψ = 50 and a value E/σ = 894 for both cables and struts.
Graphs of Figure 10 are related to the structure of The right graph shows internal forces due to  F pre combined with the external load F = 30 kN. The algorithm of Figure 7 fitted the value of  F pre and β pre in such way that no cable slacks. It is cable 21 that reaches the minimum value of N when  F is applied, followed by cables 33 and 36. Figure 11 , resulting from a numerical calculation according to the organigram of Figure 7 and, this time, for a large range of values L/H, shows that both structure 1 and structure 2 having the same S, the same pre-stressing initial scenario … … f pre = ( , , , , , ) 0 01 1 , the same values of Ψ = 50 and E/σ = 894 show exactly the same curves 
L/δ-L/H (left curve) and the same curves W-L/H (right curve). This brings the numerical confirmation of equations (27)-(29).
These kinds of curves can also lead to interesting considerations, such as in this particular case:
• • The best stiffness is related to L/H = 12 and varies little for L/H > 8; • • For this particular choice of  f pre , it is impossible to obtain a value of L/δ better than 267, unless the prestress is increased beyond the strict necessary value β = β min (θ > 1), or the value of E s s / σ or E c c / σ is increased, or the value of Ψ is increased as shown in Figure 12 , that means reducing the value of factor q of the cross sections or eventually increasing the number S of Simplex modulus (see section "Example of curves of efficiency"). 
Example of curves of efficiency
The structures of Figures 8 and 9 have been computed for values of the indicator of buckling Ψ between 0 and 70 in order to find, in each case, the minimum value of δ/L (or maximum L/δ). The result is given in Figure 12 , which shows the curve of efficiency of L/δ when the structure is composed of S = 4, 6, and 8 elementary tensegrity modulus. The efficiency curves of W could also be drawn the same way, which could also bring useful information to the designer. In this particular example, the curve of efficiency of Figure 12 shows that 
Other examples: trusses and other tensegrity topologies
In this section are shown the results given by the design methodology for two other topologies of structures. The first structure is a "usual" truss (linear behavior, no prestress) composed of four pyramidal modulus ( Figure 13 ). The second one is tensegrity based, but this time composed of quadruplex modulus ( Figure 14) . To allow the comparison with the topology previously studied (Figure 8  or 9 ), the same kind of external load case is considered (centered F). Moreover, the three structures (Figures 8 or 9 • • The "Simplex topology" is always stiffer and lighter than the "Quadruplex topology". • • The best truss is more than 2 times stiffer and 2 times lighter than the best tensegrity topology. • • The lightest truss is also the stiffest one for the geometric slenderness L/H=5.
Conclusion and discussion
The study has extended the validity of the theory of morphological indicators to 3D hyperstatic pre-stressed and nonlinear structures. It has been proved that any displacement d i , in particular the deflection δ at mid-span, and the volume V of materials of any structure designed according to equations (1a) and (1b) are such that
For a given S, these relations become, as soon as the materials and the initial pre-stressing scenario
Equations (2a) and (2b) can greatly simplify the numerical algorithms used for the search for the stiffest or the lightest structures. They can be used for any family of structures in order to justify any design choice, draw the efficiency curves, find the best solutions, or simply to compare the efficiency of structures belonging to different families. As explained in sections "Pre-stress" and "Choice of a pre-stress scenario  P ," this design methodology requires the designer to first arbitrarily choose one initial pre-stress scenario  f pre which may not be the best one. Nevertheless, it allows comparing different solutions coming from different choices of  f pre . The comparison of the solutions given in terms of displacements and volume for several choices of  f pre , leading or not to a self-stress state, would be an interesting following of this research.
It has also been proved that hyperstaticity does not change the generic expressions (2a) and (2b), while the nonlinear behavior is responsible for the presence of terms E c /σ c and E s /σ s . If the structure is not subjected to prestress, has a linear behavior and in case of a single material for cables and struts, the relations get simplified and become the expressions of the indicator of displacement and the indicator of volume developed in Latteur 18 for trusses, cables, and arches
In case of 2D linear structures not subjected to buckling, the upper relations get again simplified and lead to the expressions similar to the ones used by Zalewski and Kus, 13 Quintas Ripoll, 14,15 and Samyn 16, 17 
The examples of section "Numerical confirmation" have shown that for large spans, the self-weight can become important compared to the external loads. Selfweight then acts as a new load case of total value ρV, which should be combined with the external load case. In this case, the optimization process has to take into account a new parameter equal to ρL/σ s , called indicator of selfweight, 18 and the algorithm of Figure 7 has to be adapted with a new iterative process. This theory seems promising as it opens the door for fast and rigorous designs based on stiffness and volume optimization, not only of tensegrity structures but also of any kinds of 3D lattices and structures composed of pre-stressed elements. It also allows a fast stiffness and volume comparison of tensegrity structures with other kinds of classical structures. Further research could, however, include the consideration of random load cases and dynamic loads and thus extend considerably the relevance of the design methodology. Using this theory, the authors now intend investigating different tensegrity topologies that would allow building footbridges with a sufficient stiffness and a minimum volume. Figure 16 shows a footbridge that could be further studied and optimized using this design tool.  + , with 
